
For Sale – Seasoned Hunter 

with many years of 

experience! 

BR Mission Impossible ‘Mish’ 16-year-old, 16.1hh, bay, crossbred mare. Mish was started late so has 

had 8 years of solid work and has plenty of life left in her. Mish loves hunting and has been my whips 

horse for 6 years and then huntsman horse the last 2 years. She is no longer needed out the front for 

me as I have many younger thoroughbreds up and running. Mish has been ridden by many riders 

over the past few years both out the front and in the field. She is good in field, jumps anything and 

has been to many hunt weeks. Mish is currently being hunted by a 13- and 16-year-old in the field 

and whipping for Otago Hunt. Mish is great around the hounds and will step out of their way, she is 

great to crack a whip off and doesn’t mind it being flicked off her.  

Mish is fantastic with wet and uneven grounds. She is one of the safest horses 

I’ve ridden on the hunt field and looks out for her rider. Mish will trot into fences 

and jump cleanly if its slippery conditions. She is very good at bashing through 

bush, sheep tracks and boggy gully crossings. Mish loves water so will happily 

walk through wet crossings and will drink from the hose when washing her. Mish 

has show jumped to 1.20m with success, schooled cross country 95cm and has 

established basic flatwork, although hunting is her favourite discipline.  

Mish is usually paddocked with a group of other horses but can be paddocked alone. She is a 

seasoned campaigner who is easy to have around. She is a good doer and isn’t marey. Mish floats 

and trucks no problems so long as she isn’t standing beside a wall on her near side, she scrambles a 

little when turning right. Brilliant to shoe, fantastic at keeping her shoes on and for a horse with 

white legs has never had a problem with mud fever. Mish will make a great hunter for someone who 

is confident with horses. Not a beginner’s horse as she will take the mickey out of someone too nice! 

Phone Jayne Beattie 0278444303 for details she will be at hunt week. Price is $15 000 ono 


